Al, As, Ba, Ca, Cd, Cl -, Co, Cr, Cu, F -, Fe, K, Li, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, Pb, Si, Sr, V, W, Zn 
Artificial neural network model
An artificial neural network is a " computational mechanism able to acquire, represent, and compute a mapping from one multivariate space of information to another, given a set of data representing that mapping" (Garrett, 1994) . The purpose of an artificial neural network is to build a model of the data-generating process, so that the network can generalize and predict outputs from inputs that it has not previously seen. The back-propagation is one of the most popular training algorithm used neural network method and is the method used in this study. The back-propagation algorithm trains network layer by layer doing forward and backward computation and is trained using a set of examples of associated input and output values. This learning algorithm is a multi-layered neural network, which consists of three layers; input, hidden and output. The hidden and output layer neurons process their inputs by multiplying each input by a corresponding weight, summing the product, then processing the sum using a log-sigmoid transfer function to produce a result ( Fig. 4 ). An artificial neural network learns by adjusting the weights between the neurons in response to the errors between the actual output values and the target output values. At the end of this training phase, the neural network provides a model that should be able to predict a target value from a given input value (Lee et al., 2007) . There are two stages involved in using neural network for multi-source classification; the training stage, in which the internal weights are adjusted; and the classifying stage. Typically, the back-propagation algorithm trains the network until some targeted minimal error is achieved between the desired and actual output values of the network. Once the training is complete, the network is used as a feed-forward structure to produce a classification for the entire data (Paola & Schowengerdt, 1995) . A neural network consists of a number of interconnected nodes. Each node is a simple processing element that responds to the weighted inputs it received from other nodes. The arrangement of the nodes is referred to as the network architecture (Fig. 4) . The receiving node sums the weighted signals from all nodes to which it is connected in the preceding layer. Formally, the input that a single node j receives is weighted according to Eq. (1):
www.intechopen.com where w ij represents the weight between node i and node j, and o i is the output from node i such as Eq. (2):
The valued produced by hidden node j, o j , is the activation function, f, evaluated at the sum produced within node j, net j , net j , in turn, is a function of the weights between the input and hidden layer, w ij , and the outputs of the input layer nodes, o i . The function f is usually a nonlinear sigmoid function that is applied to the weighted sum of inputs before the signal processes proceeds to the next layer. Advantage of the sigmoid function is that its derivative can be expressed in terms of the function itself such as Eq. (3):
The error, E, for one training pattern for input layer, t, is a function of the desired output vector, d, and the actual output vector, o, given by Eq. (4):
The error back propagated through neural network and the error is minimized by changing the weight between layers. So, the weight can be expressed by Eq. (5):
(1 )( ) 
where η is the learning rate parameter, δ j is an index of the rate of change of the error, and α is the momentum parameter. This process of feeding forward signals and back propagating the error is repeated iteratively until the error of the network as a whole is minimized or reaches an acceptable magnitude. Using the backpropagation, the weight of each factor can be recognized and it can be used to weight determination for mineral potential. Zhou (1999) described the method of determination of the weight using backpropagation. From Eq.
(2), the effect of an output o j from a hidden layer node j on the output o k from an output layer node k can be represented by the partial derivative of o k with respect to o j such as Eq. (6) 
The Eq. (7) shows that, with respect to a particular node k in the output layer, the relative importance of a node j in the hidden layer is proportional to the absolute value of the weight on its connection to the node k in the output layer. When more than one node in the output layer is concerned, the Eq. (7) equation cannot be used to compare the importance of two nodes in the hidden layer. In other words, the relative importance of a node must somehow normalized to make it more comparable with that of other nodes. One choice is to let, in (7) Therefore, with respect to the node k, each node in the hidden layer has a value greater or smaller than one, depending on whether it is more or less important than the average, respectively. With respect to the same node k, all the nodes in the hidden layer have a total importance such as Eq. (10): Consequently, with respect to all nodes in the output layer, to which connected to hidden layer, the overall importance of node j can be calculated as Eq. (11):
Similar to Eq. (9), with respect to the node j in the hidden layer, the normalized importance of the node i in the input layer can be defined as Eq. (12) With respect to the hidden layer, the overall importance of node i is done by Eq. (13):
Correspondingly, the overall importance of the input node i with respect to the output node k is given by Eq. (14):
Likelihood ratio model
The likelihood ratio is a simple technique for producing a mineral potential map, and it is highly compatible with GIS. The likelihood ratio approach is based on observed relationships between the distribution of mineral deposits and each mineral deposit-related factor and are used to reveal the correlation between mineral deposit locations and factors in the study area. The likelihood ratio is the ratio of occurrence probability to non-occurrence probability for specific attributes. For a given number of units cells, N(D), containing a mineral deposit, D, and given number of total cells, N(T), the prior probability of an occurrence is expressed by
Now suppose that a binary predictor pattern, B, occupying N(B) unit cells, occurs in the region, and that a number of known mineral deposits occur preferentially within the pattern, i.e., N(D∩B), then the probability of locating a deposit given the presence of a predictor(B), and the probability of a deposit occurrence in the absence of a pattern( B ) can be expressed by the following conditional probabilities, respectively:
The posterior probability of a deposit occurrence given presence and absence of a favorable predictor pattern are denoted by (|) PD B and (|) PD B , respectively. (| ) PB D and (| ) PB D are the posterior probabilities of being inside and outside the predictor pattern B, respectively, given the presence of a deposit D. () PB and () PB are the prior probabilities of the presence of a predictor pattern B. The odds, O, is defined as the ration of the probability P that an event will occur to the probability that the event will not occur; i.e. / ( 1 ) OPPP P == − . Expressed as odds, Eqs. 18 and 19 become:
where (|) OD B and (|) OD B are the posterior odds of a deposit given the presence and absence of a binary predictor pattern B, respectively, and () OD is the prior odds of a deposit. The likelihood ratios, which are sufficiency ratio (LS) and necessity ratio (LN), are quire by the following equation:
To calculate the likelihood ratio for the class or type of each factor, all scale factors that consisted of a raster type were reclassified into 10 classes based on equal areas using GIS techniques. The cross tabulation in ArcGIS 9.0 was used to calculate the number of deposit occurrences in the class or type of each factor. The likelihood ratio was used to calculate the ratio of the cell with deposit occurrence in each class for a reclassified factor or categorical factor (i.e., geochemical data and geology), and the ratio was assigned to each factor class again. Finally, the likelihood ratios (Table A1 ) of each factor type or range were summed to calculate the Mineral Potential Index (MPI) ( Fig. 5a ), as shown in Eq. (22):
where Lr n = likelihood ratio of each factor type or range.
The MPI LR represents relative potential of mineral deposit occurrence. The greater the value, the higher the potential of mineral deposit occurrence and the lower the value, the lower the potential of mineral deposit occurrence. The mineral deposit potential map was made using the MPI LR and was used for selecting training sites.
Weights of evidence model
The following application of Bayesian probability known as the likelihood ratio and weighs of evidence to mineral potential analysis was synthesized from Bonham-Carter (1994) and Bonham-Carter et al. (1989) . A detailed description of the formulation of the weights of evidence method is available in Bonham-Carter et al. (1989) and Bonham-Carter (1994) . The weights can be defined as shown in Eqs. 23 and 24:
where W + and Ware the weights of evidence when a binary predictor pattern is present and absent, respectively and also shows the level of positive and negative correlation between the presence and absence of the predictable variable and the deposit occurrence. The difference between the W + and Wweight is known as the weight contrast, C. The C reflects the overall spatial association between the predictable variable and the mineral deposit. The S 2 (W + ) and S 2 (W -) are variances of W + and Wand S(C) is the standard deviation of the contrast. The studentized value of C, calculated as the ratio of C to its standard deviation, C/S(C), serves as a guide to the significance of the spatial association, and becomes useful in determining cutoff value to convert multiclass evidential data into binary predictor maps (Bonham-Carter et al., 1989; Carranza, 2004) . In this study the cutoff value within which their spatial association with a given pattern is most statistically significant was chosen based on the maximum studentized value of contrast(C/ s(C)).
To calculate the weights of evidence for the class or type of each factor, the same type of input factor as the likelihood ratio is used. The cell number of deposit occurrence in each class of reclassified or categorical factors was also calculated using cross tabulation function in ArcGIS. The binary predictor patterns were also assigned weights (Table A1 ) and were combined according to Eq. (27). The mineral potential map was shown in Fig. 5b .
where Woe = W + and W -of the binary pattern for a range of each factor values or factor class.
The mineral deposit potential map was made using the MPI WOE and was used for selecting training sites.
Logistic regression model
The logistic regression, which is one of the multivariate analysis models, is useful for predicting the presence or absence of a characteristic or outcome based on values of a set of spatial variables. The advantage of logistic regression is that, through the addition of an appropriate link a function to a usual linear regression model, the variables may be either continuous or discrete, or any combination of both types (Lee et al, 2007) . In this study, the dependent variable is binary representing presence or absence of a mineral deposit and therefore a logistic link function is applicable (Atkinson & Massari 1998) . For this study, the dependent variable must be input as either 0 or 1, so the method applies well to mineral potential analysis. Logistic regression coefficients can be used to estimate odds ratios for each of independent variables in the model. The relationship between the occurrence and its dependency on several variables can be expressed as:
where p is the probability of the event occurring and z is parameter. In this study, the p is the estimated probability of mineral deposit occurrence. The probability varies from 0 to 1 on an S-shaped curve and z is the linear combination. It follows that logistic regression involves fitting an equation of the following form to the data:
where z is parameter, b 0 is the y-axis intercept, b i (i = 0, 1, 2, …, n) are the slope coefficients of the logistic regression model and the x i (i = 0, 1, 2, …, n) are the independent variables. The logistic regression coefficient values are listed in Table A1 . The mineral potential map was made using Eqs. (28) and (29) and was used for selecting training sites. . Mineral potential maps based on likelihood ratio (a), weights of evidence (b) and logistic regression models (c): reclassification of low 60% (ivory colour), medium 20% (green colour), high 10% (sky blue colour), and very high 10% (blue colour) based on mineral potential index; training sites including " prone" (very high 10%) and " non-prone" (very low 10%) to deposit occurrence
Mineral deposit potential analysis using the Artificial Neural Network
The 26 factors were used as the input data. Nine cases of training sites of mineral depositprone locations and the locations that were not prone to mineral deposits were made (Table  2) . It can be difficult to specifically estimate a criterion for selection of training sites using any predictor map because deposits are formed by various geological factors processes. Classification of location that is prone and non-prone to mineral deposits from expert's experience can also change and be subjective when more information is available. While cells including a known deposit are indubitably mineralized, cells that do not include a known deposit may or may not be mineralized. If small deposit and non-deposit training data are selected from the known deposit cell and the large corpus of non-deposit cell, respectively, the mineral potential map can be highly sensitive to particular choice of deposit and non-deposit training data (Skabar, 2005; Harris et al., 2003) . Porwal et al., 2003 and Nykanen (2008) approached the problem of sensitivity of ANN to this non-deposit site training data by selecting training data in low mineral potential area modeled previously using a weights of evidence method. Skabar (2005) The back-propagation algorithm was then applied to calculate the weights between the input layer and the hidden layer, and between the hidden layer and the output layer, by modifying the number of hidden node and the learning rate. A three-layered feed-forward network was implemented using the MATLAB software package based on the framework provided by Hines (1997) . Here, " feed-forward" denotes that the interconnections between the layers propagate forward to the next layer. The number of hidden layers and the number of nodes in a hidden layer required for a particular classification problem are not easy to deduce. In this study, a 26 x 52 x 2 structure was selected for the network, with input data normalized in the range 0.0-1.0. The nominal and interval class group data were converted to continuous values ranging between 0.0 and 1.0. Therefore, the continuous values were not ordinal data, but nominal data, and the numbers denote the classification of the input data. The learning rate was set to 0.01, and the initial weights were randomly selected to values between 0.1 and 0.3. The weights calculated from 5 test cases were compared to determine whether the variation in the final weights was dependent on the selection of the initial weights (Table 3 ). The results show that the initial weights did not have an influence on the final weight under the conditions used. The back-propagation algorithm was used to minimize the error between the predicted output values and the calculated output values. The algorithm propagated the error backwards, and iteratively adjusted the weights. The number of epochs was set to 5,000, and the root mean square error (RMSE) value used for the stopping criterion was set to 0.01. Most of the training data sets met the 0.01 RMSE goal. However, if the RMSE value was not achieved, then the maximum number of iterations was terminated at 5,000 epochs. When the latter case occurred, then the maximum RMSE value was <0.2. The final weights between layers acquired during training of the neural network and the contribution or importance of each of the 26 factors used to predict mineral deposit potential are shown in Table 3 . The results were not the same, as the initial weights were assigned random values. Therefore, in this study, the calculations were repeated 5 times, to allow the results to achieve similar values. For easy interpretation, the average values were calculated, and these values were divided by the average of the weights of the some factor that had a minimum value. For Case 1, the geology value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the Ni was the maximum value, 1.294. For Case 2, the Cd value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the Ni was the maximum value, 1.270. For Case 3, the K value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the Cl-was the maximum value, 1.254. For Case 4, the Fe value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the W was the maximum value, 1.335. For Case 5, the geology value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the Ni was the maximum value, 1.212. For Case 6, the Pb value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the F-was the maximum value, 1.197. For Case 7, the Ba value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the As was the maximum value, 1.192. For Case 8, the Zn value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the As was the maximum value, 1.413. For Case 9, the magnetic value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the Pb was the maximum value, 1.317. The standard deviations of the results for all cases were in the range 0.001-0.008, and therefore, the random sampling did not have a large effect on the results. As the result, the As value was the minimum value, 1.00, and the Si was the maximum value, 1.1829. Finally, the weights were applied to the entire study area, and the mineral deposit potential maps were created for each training cases (Fig. 6 ).
(i) Case 9 Fig. 6 . Predictive gold-silver mineral potential map generated by reclassification of low 60% (ivory colour), medium 20% (green colour), high 10% (sky blue colour), and very high 10% (blue colour) based on mineral potential index; Case 1 (a), Case 2 (b), Case 3 (c), Case 4 (d) Case 5 (e), Case 6 (f), Case 7 (g), Case 8 (h) and Case 9 (i)
Validation
The mineral potential maps were validated by comparison with known mineral deposit locations (test set: 30% of total deposit) which were not used during the training of the artificial neural network model. For this, the success rate curves were calculated for quantitative prediction and area of under the curves was calculated. The rate shows how well the model and factors predict the mineral deposit occurrence. Thus, the area beneath the curve qualitatively assesses the prediction accuracy. To obtain the relative ranking for each prediction pattern, the calculated index values of all the pixels in the study area were sorted in descending order. The ordered pixel values were then divided into 100 classes with accumulated 1% intervals. The validation rate appears as a graph (Fig. 7) . For Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, Case 4, Case 5, Case 6, Case 7, Case 8 and Case 9, the 80-100% class (20%) in which the mineral potential index had a high rank could explain 56%, 50%, 56%, 56%, 56%, 50%, 44%, 25% and 44% of all the mineral deposit occurrences, respectively. The graphs shown are the best prediction accuracy among the five running. To compare the result quantitatively, the areas under the curve were re-calculated as if the total area were one, which indicates perfect prediction accuracy. The area beneath a curve can therefore be used to assess the prediction accuracy qualitatively. For Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, Case 4, Case 5, Case 6, Case 7, Case 8 and Case 9, the area ratio was 0.7406, 0.7459, 
Conclusion
Training sites were extracted from mineral potential maps based on likelihood ratio, weights of evidence and logistic regression methods, which showed 72.98%, 64.71% and 66.48% prediction accuracy validated by the test set. In the study, the mineral potential map of goldsilver were made using the artificial neural network and nine cases of training sites, each of which consist of 32 locations randomly selected among known mineral occurrences in 5% and 10% of areas with the high mineral potential index values and 32 non-deposit locations randomly selected in 10% of areas with low mineral potential index. The validation result of Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, Case 4, Case 5, Case 6, Case 7, Case 8 and Case 9 showed, respectively, the 74.06%, 74.59%, 74.09%, 71.40%, 72.69%, 70.72%, 73.47%, 61.40% and 61.55% prediction accuracy using 14 test mineral deposits not used directly for the analysis. All training cases exhibited accuracies of over 70% but Cases 8 and 9, slightly higher or lower than likelihood ratio and very higher than weights of evidence and logistic regression models. Overall, training cases based on likelihood ratio model, gave higher accuracies than training cases based on weights of evidence and logistic regression models. This result shows that some of the testing deposits plotted in non-prone area to deposit occurrence ( Figs. 5b and 5c ), and the weights of evidence and logistic regression represented the low accuracy among the methods. However, the analysis result of some training sets shows more sensitive to training data by logistic regression than weighs of evidence. Some researches approached a degree of sensitivity by selecting non-deposit site training data in low-probability area of previously generated potential maps made using weights of evidence or/ and logistic regression (Porwal et al., 2003; Behnia, 2007; Nykanen & Salmirinne, 2007; Nykanen, 2008) . Using larger training data reduces the variance of initial weight in the ANN and improves accuracy of the resulting potential map (Skabar, 2005; Nykanen, 2008) . In the study, 32 deposit and non-deposit cells were represented equally in the training set, although, the network to training data was repeated five times to reduce sensitive to initial weights of factors related to gold-silver mineral. The resulting map by ANN can be possible to show better prediction accuracy if training dataset are selected from MPM with more high accuracy than MPM by likelihood ratio in the study. A Geographic Information System (GIS), in concert with artificial neural network software was used to compile, manipulate, analyze and visualize a large geological, geochemical and geophysical dataset collected from the Taebaeksan mineralized district of Eastern Korea. The GIS is not only capable of routine display, but also offer great potential by providing a range of tools to query, manipulate, visualize and analyze geological, geochemical and geophysical data in mineral exploration applications. The artificial neural network that was applied to the logistic sigmoid transfer function proved useful for predicting and evaluating the mineral potential map produced in this study. The models are useful for providing a quantitative measure of the weights among the factors for gold-silver prospects. Furthermore, the maps generated by the models, not only predict known areas of gold-silver occurrence, but also identify areas of potential mineralization where no known deposit occurs. Several areas within the study area are identified as having high gold-silver potential. Many of these areas coincide with areas of known deposits. (Lee et al., 1998) and magnetic anomaly (Koo et al., 2001) 00-44.15 44.16-84.54 84.55-103.39 103.40-112.87 112.88-119.29 119.30-124.97 124.98-133.04 133.05-164.69 164.70-231.11 231.12-499 2.00-6.77 6. 78-7.86 7.87-8.88 8.89-9.91 9.92-11.12 11.13-12.99 13.00-15.76 15.77-21.24 21.25-35.77 35.78-99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.25 0.00 6.25 0.00 0.00 3.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.96 0.00 1.47 0.00 0.00 41.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.47 -0. Table A1 . Spatial relationship between mineral deposits and some related factors
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